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Name Designation Description Reference No.  Easting Northing 

Tentsmuir WWII 
coastal defences 

Scheduled Monument A complex of linear defences, running from Leuchars Airfield in the 
south to Lundin Bridge in the north-east. It is made up of concrete 
anti-tank blocks, command posts, quadrant towers, pill boxes and 
what may have been a bombing decoy post to the north of the 
airfield. They were constructed in late 1940 by Polish troops. 

SM9712 348765 728109 

Crail Airfield  Scheduled Monument Built during the First World War and reused in Second World War 
and the Cold War. Initially a small airfield and hangar it was later 
increased in size and used for naval training and operations during 
the Second World War 

SM6642 362750 708760 

Crail Airfield, 
pillbox, Foreland 
Head 

Scheduled Monument Second World War Pillbox, well preserved and located at the 
easternmost tip of the south coast of Crail 

SM6461 363820 709760 

St Andrews Castle Scheduled Monument Castle first built c1200 as the residence of the Bishops of St Andrews 
one of the best preserved medieval Episcopal residence in Scotland, 
it also has the best preserved mine and counter mine in Britain 

SM90259 351236 716930 

St Andrews 
Cathedral and 
adjacent 
ecclesiastical 
remains 

Scheduled Monument Cathedral built in the 12th century replacing earlier ecclesiastical 
buildings. After use by the leading bishops of Scotland for centuries 
the cathedral was eventually abandoned in 1560 during the 
Reformation. The cathedral never returned to full use. 

SM90260 351510 716570 

Isle of May Priory Scheduled Monument The remains of a Benedictine priory, this priory have largely been 
excavated although the main upstanding part of the monument 
stands to two storeys. It is traditionally thought that the priory was 
built on the site of a community established by St Ethernan or Adrian 
in the 9th century. The priory was built in the 12th century and was 
in occupation until the 15th century 

SM883 365880 699000 

Isle of May Old 
Lighthouse 

Scheduled Monument A lighthouse was built here in 1636, the lower half of this survives 
although it was replaced in the 19th century. The old lighthouse is 
considered to be one of the oldest lighthouses in Britain. 

SM887 365555 699390 
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Dunbar Castle 
and Castle Park 

Scheduled Monument A promontory of land containing the ruins of Dunbar Castle and, 
immediately south of the headland occupied by Dunbar Castle, the 
Castle Park which contains remains of domestic and military 
occupation from the pre-Roman Iron Age to the 16th century AD. 
The castle was heavily damaged by the construction of the entrance 
to Victoria Harbour in the 19th century. 

SM766; SM5960 367849 679332 

Tantallon Castle Scheduled Monument The castle dates from the second half of the 14th century (about AD 
1360) and was abandoned in 1651 when it was surrendered to the 
English following a siege by General Monck. The castle survives as an 
upstanding ruin comprising three towers projecting from a massive 
red sandstone curtain wall, a two-storey hall-block and a series of 
substantial ditches and ramparts on the landward side. The castle is 
situated at about 30m OD on a high promontory facing the Bass 
Rock. 

SM13326 359529 684997 

North Berwick 
Law 

Scheduled Monument An Iron Age hill fort made up of hut circles and enclosures SM3863 355640 684220 

Doon Hill Forts Scheduled Monument The remains of two forts of prehistoric date represented by 
cropmarks visible on oblique aerial photographs. The NW-facing 
slopes are very steep and the forts command extensive views to the 
N and W across the Lothian coastal plain. The slopes to the S and E 
are less steep and it is on this side that the defences of the forts are 
most clearly visible. The E fort is defined by at least 5 narrow ditches 
or palisades, none of which can be traced for the complete circuit. 

SM5764 368417 675557 

St Andrews 
Harbour 

Category A Listed 
Building 

Largely 18th century harbour although a harbour is thought to have 
been located on this spot since the 13th century. 

HB40596 3151655 716607 

Bell Rock 
Lighthouse 

Category A Listed 
Building 

Lighthouse built between 1806-11 by John Rennie and Robert 
Stevenson (engineers). It was built in an exceptional position on a 
rock outcrop which is barely uncovered at low tide in the sea over 10 
miles from land between Fife Ness and Angus. This is the oldest 
surviving rock built lighthouse in Britain. 

HB5197 376165 726808 
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Arbroath signal 
tower 

Category A Listed 
Building 

Built 1813 this signal tower’s flagpole rose and fell to alert the 
workers construction the Lighthouse. It was built as a classical and 
castellated group of twin lodges and a 4-storey signal tower. 

HB21230 364051 740447 

Dunbar Battery Category B Listed 
Building 

This fort was erected in 1781 to protect the town of Dunbar from 
sudden invasion but more particularly to protect it from privateers. It 
is a red-sandstone structure with an open gun-platform, embrasures 
for sixteen guns, and a covered magazine and quarters for the 
garrison. 

LB24831 368122 679349 

St Andrews Links Inventory Historic 
Garden and Designed 
Landscape 

A series of some of the oldest public link golf courses in the world. 
Known as the ’Home of Golf’ there are records of golf being played 
on the Links since the 15th century 

GDL00344 349400 718400 

Cambo Inventory Historic 
Garden and Designed 
Landscape 

Victorian era Historic garden and designed landscape including 
walled garden and model farm. 

GDL00080 360070 711450 

 


